Internet of Moving Things are connected to a variety of different types of sensors to form a world of moving things, including people, animals, vehicles, drones, and boats, etc. As the data of collectible moving things continue to increase, anomaly detection of moving things has become an increasingly popular data mining task. Traditional trajectory outlier detection algorithms can detect common anomalies effectively, but it is hard to detect generalized anomalies, such as viewable direction anomalies, gravity anomalies, and magnetic field anomalies which can be collected by the accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and RPM sensor, etc. For this, we proposed a generalized approach for anomaly detection from the Internet of Moving Things, called the moving things outlier detection algorithm (MTOD). We propose the distance of moving things, which is equal to the weighted sum of the location distance and the multi-sensor distance, and then use the multi-sensor data generalization and moving things partitioning and anomaly detection threestep framework to detect the generalized anomaly. The experimental results show that our MTOD algorithm can detect moving things anomaly efficiency and accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the continuous development of the Internet of Things technology has promoted the progress of society effectively. The IoT (Internet of Things) -embedding wireless network connectivity, multi-sensors, and technology to traditionally non-smart everyday things -is slowly making the idea of the 'smart city' practically possible. Taking it a step further is the IoMT (Internet of Moving Things), connected moving things like vehicles, mobile phones, robots or mobile devices [1] - [3] . The IoMT encompasses moving things -cars, buses, trucks, trains, people, wearable devices, mobile phones, and tablets, etc. That can be tracked, exchange, or interact with bits of data via mobile network or Wi-Fi Internet connections. Moving things play a pivotal role in modern life, so it naturally follows that they would be connected to networks [4] - [7] .
When we think of the IoT, we typically conjure objects in a fixed location: appliances, home automation systems, or
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individual stationery items or the Good Night Lamp. But some of the essential pieces of the IoT are likely to be the moving things: Those that move by themselves (cars, robots) and those that walk with us (mobile devices and wearables) [8] , [9] .
Consider the central role that moving things play in our modern life, like transporting people and goods-it makes sense that things such as cars, trucks, and trains, would become connected to networks. Find out more about location, fuel efficiency, and the relationship to other vehicles is of interest to both companies and people while being able to track data across multiple environments gives a fuller picture of our lives, which helping companies design and create products that make better sense for people. For example, Insurance companies can monitor real-time driving habits to give good drivers a discount on insurance (and, presumably, raise the rates of bad drivers). Audis Traffic Light Detection system adjusts the speed of the vehicle to coordinate with traffic lights, saving time, and fuel [10] - [14] .
The Internet of Moving Things has collected the data of communication and the relationship between moving sensors FIGURE 1. An example of the Internet of Moving Things with different moving things, such types of things contains many GPS data, accelerometer data, gyroscope sensor data, magnetometer data, and RPM sensor data, etc. and servers on the Internet of Things. In real life, moving things data generated rapidly, such as self-drive vehicles, peoples, freight, robots, and drones data. These moving things can collect a large amount of related trajectory data through different sensors, and upload them to the server through the network, and we can analyze and detect anomaly data, the example as shown in Figure 1 . The Internet of Moving Things presents urban leaders today with enormous challenges, but also significant opportunities to tap into the mobile-technology boom to improve everything from city services to air quality-and offer new insights into public safety and long-term urban planning [15] - [17] .
The location information is generated in the form of a trajectory, and at the same time, multi-sensor data is generated when the above moving things move. Human analysis of these moving things, especially the analysis of outliers, has important practical significance. People usually compare moving things as a whole, and the naive unit of outlier detection is the whole moving thing. In this way, we might not be able to detect outlying Portions.
Example 1: Consider the six moving things in Figure 2 . It is obvious that the thick portion of a moving thing mt 4 is quite different from neighboring moving things in the time t 4 to t 6 . However, the previous technique [18] cannot detect this unusual behavior since the differences are averaged out over the whole moving things; the overall behavior of the moving thing mt 4 is similar to those of the neighboring moving things. Thus, we miss this possibly important information.
The traditional trajectory outlier detection algorithm can detect anomaly based on the distance between the trajectories determined by the location information collected by GPS, which has been widely used in intelligent transportation, intelligent monitoring, and road condition warning and other application areas. GPS is a type of onboard sensor, and there are also many conventional sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and RPM sensor, etc. If only the GPS data is taken into account and the other sensors data are ignored, some generalized anomaly may not be appropriately detected, such as snakes caused by drunk driver driving, deep pits on the road surface or theft of the utility hole cover.
Example 2: Consider the four moving things in Figure 3 . It is obvious that the location of the four moving things are normal, but the sensor data of mt 4 is abnormal in the time t 3 to t 4 . Thus, mt 4 can be detected as an outlying moving thing in our proposed algorithm, but the traditional algorithms may ignore it.
In this paper, the contributions are as follows:
(1) We proposed a generalization-partition-detection threestep framework, which generalized multi-sensor data first and then partitioning moving things, finally detect the anomaly. Among them, the generalization step is divided into quantization and normalization.
(2) In addition to detecting the anomaly of the location information of the moving things, we have proposed a new possibility of an anomaly, that is, multi-sensor data. Then we define the distance between the moving things equal to the weighted sum of the location distance and the multi-sensor distance.
(3) We proposed a generalized approach moving things outlier detection (MTOD) for anomaly detection from the Internet of Moving Things.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the problem statement. Section IV proposes our MTOD algorithm. Section V presents the results of the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section VI concludes the study.
II. RELATED WORK
The trajectory outlier detection algorithms are mainly classified into five categories: distribution-based [19] - [21] , distance-based [22] , [23] , density-based [24] , bias-based [25] , and depth-based [26] , [27] . For our study, we only review the distance-based.
A. DISTANCE FUNCTION
The distance-based trajectory outlier detection method mainly goes through three development stages: the detection of trajectory points, the detection of the entire trajectory, and the detection of the trajectory segments. The main difference between the three phases is that the primary objects considered in the test are different, which leads to differences in some test results [28] . In this paper, we mainly talk about the distance between two trajectory segments.
1) MBR DISTANCE FUNCTION
A distance measure for trajectory segments is based on the Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) of segments [29] . The MBRs of two segments (L i , L j ) are (B 1 , B 2 ), each of which is described by the coordinates of the low bound point (x l , y l ) and upper bound point (x u , y u ). The MBR-Based distance Dmin(B 1 , B 2 ) is defined as the minimum distance between any two points from (B 1 , B 2 ), calculated as:
[y l , y u ] , y l , y u 2 (1)
Where the distance between two intervals is defined as:
The distance between L i and L j is 0 and y l − y u , respectively.
2) Hausdorff Distance Function
Lee et al. [30] proposed another distance function, entitled Trajectory-Hausdorff Distance (D Haus ), which is composed of three components: (i) The perpendicular distance (d pe ), (ii) The parallel distance (d pa ), (iii) The angle distance (d α ). They are adapted from similarity measures used in the area of pattern recognition.
Then formally defining the three components through Eq. (3) (4) (5) . Suppose there are two line segments L i = x i y i and L j = x j y j . L i is a longer line segments and L j is a shorter one to without losing generality.
The perpendicular distance between L i and L j is defined as Eq. (3). Suppose the projection points of the points x j and y j onto L i are p x and p y , respectively. L pe1 is the Euclidean distance between x j and p x ; l pe2 is that between y i and p y .
The parallel distance between L i and L j is defined as Eq. (4). Suppose the projection points of the points x j and y j onto L i are p x and p y , respectively. L pa1 is the minimum of the Euclidean distances of p x to x i and y i . Likewise, l pa2 is the minimum of the Euclidean distances of p y to x i and y i .
The angle distance between L i and L j is defined as Eq. (5).
Here, ||L j || is the length of L j , and α (0 < α < π) is the smaller intersecting angle between L i and L j .
Finally defining the distance between two line segments as follows:
where the weights w pe , w pa and w α are determined depending on applications.
The Hausdorff distance function is one of the traditional distance calculation methods, which is usually used to calculate the distance between the trajectories. This paper will also use this method to calculate the location distance between moving things.
B. TRAJECTORY PARTITIONING
In many scenarios, we need to partition a trajectory into segments for a further process. The partitioning does not only reduce the computational complexity but also enables us to mine richer knowledge, such as sub-trajectory patterns, beyond what we can learn from an entire trajectory. In general, there are three types of partition methods.
The first category is based on the time interval. If the time interval between two consecutive sampling points is more significant than a given threshold, a trajectory is divided into two parts at the two points. Sometimes, we can partition a trajectory into segments of the same time length.
The second category of methods is based on the shape of a trajectory. We can partition a trajectory by the turning points with heading direction changing over a threshold. Alternative, we can employ the line simplification algorithms, such as the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, to identify the key points maintaining a trajectory's shape. The trajectory is then partitioned into segments by these key points. Similarly, Lee et al. [30] , [31] proposed to partition a trajectory by using the concept of Minimal Description Language (MDL), which is comprised of two components: L(H ) and L(D|H ). L(H ) is the length, in bits, of the description of the hypothesis H; and L(D|H ) is the length, in bits, of the description of the data when encoded with the help of the hypothesis. The best hypothesis H to explain D is the one that minimizes the sum of L(H ) and L(D|H ). More specifically, they use L(H ) to denote the total length of partitioned segments, while letting L(D|H ) to represent the total (perpendicular and angle) distance between the original trajectory and the new partitioned segments. Using an approximation algorithm, they find a list of characteristic points that minimize L(H ) + L(D|H ) from a trajectory. The trajectory is partitioned into segments by these characteristic points.
The third category of methods is based on the semantic meanings of points in a trajectory. A trajectory can be divided into segments, based on the stay points it contains. Whether we should keep the stay points in the split results depends on applications. For example, in a task of travel speed estimation, we should remove the stay points (from a taxi's trajectory) where a taxi was parked to wait for passengers [32] - [34] . On the contrary, to estimate the similarity between two users [30] , [31] , we can only focus on the sequences of stay points, while skipping other raw trajectory points between two consecutive stay points.
For trajectory outlier detection, Lee et al. [30] proposed a trajectory outlier detection algorithm based on the segment detection framework. Firstly, the trajectory is partitioned by the MDL method, and then detected the anomaly based on the Hausdorff distance of two trajectory segments. Finally, the abnormal trajectory is determined by the TRAOD algorithm according to the length of the abnormal trajectory segments and the trajectory length. Our proposed algorithm considers not only location information but also multi-sensor data between the two moving things segments based on the TRAOD algorithm, which can detect more generalized anomaly effectively.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
When the moving things move, location information and sensor data are generated. We designed the MTOD algorithm to detect the anomaly. Given a set of moving things data MT = {mt 1 , .., mt n }, our algorithm generates a set of outliers O = {o 1 , . . . , o m }, with outlying moving things partitions for each outlier O i , where n and m is the number of moving things and outliers respectively. The moving things, outlier, and outlying moving things partition are defined as follows.
The location information of moving things is generated in the form of the trajectory which is denoted as tr and tr =< p 1 , . . . , p i , . . . , p k >, where p denotes the points and k is the number of points. Here p i = (x i , y i , t i ), where p i is the point in the record time t i , x i and y i are the longitude and latitude of point p i respectively.
The multi-sensor data element (msde) of moving things is generated in the form of signal (i.e. wave) which is denoted as msde = (msd, t), where the multi-sensor data msd = {sd 1 , . . . sd i , . . . , sd l }, l is the number of multi-sensor in the moving things. Here sd i =< sd i 1 , . . . , sd i j , . . . sd i h > where sd i indicates the data of one of the multi-sensor and h is the number of sd i , sd i j is the j-th data of i-th sensor in the record time st i j .
A moving thing is denoted as mt i = (tr i , msd i ). In the moving things, location information and multi-sensor data all have a corresponding weight, and we define it as w = (w t , {w 1 , . . . , w l }), where w t is the weight of location information trajectory and the weights w 1 to w l are corresponding the sensor data sd 1 to sd l .
The moving thing is divided into two parts: location information trajectory tr and multi-sensor data msde. For trajectory, the partition is a trajectory segment p x p y (x < y), where p x and p y are the points chosen from the same trajectory. A trajectory partition is called t-partition for short. For multisensor data, the partition is a sensor data segment sd i x sd i y (x < y), where sd i x and sd i y are the data chosen from the same sensor sd i . A sensor data partition is called s-partition for short. In summary, moving things partition (mt-partition) include t-partition and s-partition, where t-partition and s-partition are the portions chosen from the same moving things.
An mt-partition is outlying if it does not have ''enough'' similar neighbors. An outlier is a moving thing that contains outlying moving things partitions.
Example 3: Consider the four moving things in Figure 4 A) . It is obvious that the thick portion of a moving thing mt 4 is quite different from neighboring moving things at the location level. In Figure 4 B) , it is obvious that the thick portion of a moving thing mt 4 is quite different from neighboring moving things at the sensor level. If using the previous algorithm, we will miss the important multi-sensor data and can't detect the anomaly in Figure 4 B) . Figure 5 shows the overall procedure of moving things outlier detection. First, in the multi-sensor data pre-processing phase, the multi-sensor data is quantized then normalized, and a base sensor will be selected with the maximum weight. Next, the moving things are partitioned into base units by MDL, and the outlier and outlying moving things are detected by using the proposed MTOD algorithm finally. 
IV. MOVING THINGS OUTLIER DETECTION A. DEFINITION OF MOVING THINGS OUTLIER DETECTION
Moving things outlier detection is defined mainly using distance. More specifically, an outlying mt-partition is identified based on the number of close moving things, which is determined by the distance from neighboring moving things. Before proceeding, we summarize the necessary notation in Table 1 .
Definition 1: A moving thing is close to an mt-partition M i means the distance between the moving things, and M i is less or equal than d t .
Here, d t is the parameter given by a user. Different sensor data will correspond to different weight; that's because each sensor data may have different data types or attributes in the applications.
We now define an outlying mt-partition in Definition 2.
Definition 2: An mt-partition M i is outlying if Ineq. (7) is true. | MT | indicates the total number of moving things. Here, p is a parameter given by a user.
We then define an outlier in Definition 3. Intuitively, a moving thing becomes an outlier if the moving thing contains non-negligible (designated by f ) outlying moving things segments. By definition 3, a moving thing with just a slight deviation is not included in the detection result.
Definition 3: A moving thing mt i is an outlier if Ineq. (8) is true. Here, f is a parameter given by a user.
Where M i is the outlying segment.
B. MULTI-SENSOR DATA GENERALIZATION 1) TIME QUANTIZATION
The moving things consist of location information data and multi-sensor data, where the location information is expressed in the form of a trajectory, which is generated by GPS, and the recording time is usually every 1 second. The multi-sensor data is expressed in the form of a wave and the recording time is often every 20-50 milliseconds. In most cases, GPS data and multi-sensor data do not match precisely in the time level. The main reasons for the time mismatching have shown in Figure 6 . The first one is the different time density between GPS data and multi-sensor data in Figure 6 A). The second one is the different start time between GPS data and multi-sensor data in Figure 6 B ). The third one is time missing in the multisensor in Figure 6 C).
Because of the above three reasons, the time mismatching between GPS data and multi-sensor data is caused. So we have to quantify the multi-sensor data to achieve time matching. In this paper, we use linear interpolation method to implement time quantization between GPS and multi-sensor.
We magnify the time mismatching part of Figure 6 A). For the time mismatching between the sensor data and the GPS data, we use the linear interpolation method to calculate the value of the sensor data in time matching points, which is shown in Figure 7 .
In the sensor data, we can denote that the value of time match point X is sd t i and the amount of the next time on the left and right sides of X is sd t j sd t j+1 and.
The linear interpolation method can be expressed as Eq. (9) .
We can use the above method to calculate all the time match points on the sensor to quantify the sensor data from GPS. 
2) SENSOR DATA NORMALIZATION
On the internet of moving things, different multi-sensor may be used, and the data for each sensor may be a different standard. In order to standardize multi-sensor data to the same application platform, we must normalize them. We have noticed that the absolute data of some sensors are less than 0, positive or negative, and the reserved digits of decimal numbers are not the same. We have to pre-process these data to make them more accurate, complete, and consistent.
We will adopt data transformation to transform or unify the data into a form suitable for data mining. Here we take a normalized method to process data that aims at scaling attribute data to a specific interval. In other words, normalized data attempts to assign equal weight to all attributes, which is essential for distance-based classification and clustering (For example, our MTOD algorithm). There are three common normalization methods: min-max normalization, z-score normalization and decimal scaling normalization.
For sensor data normalization, we use the Z-score method, which is the number of standard deviations from the mean a data point is, as shown in Eq. (10) .
where x is a raw score and µ is the mean of the population and σ is the standard deviation of the population. After normalization, the value range falls within a small common interval [−1, 1], thus avoiding the dependence on the unit of measure selection. Therefore, at the data level, the normalized multi-sensor data has the same Weights.
At the level of moving things, multi-sensor will have different weights depending on the focus, and we will select one of the most important sensor as the base sensor, based on the principle of maximum weight.
Using Eq. (11), we can know that the sensor will be chosen as the base sensor when the weight of this sensor is equal to w s .
C. THE DISTANCE OF MOVING THINGS
We will denote the distance of the moving thing as mt-dist. The value of the mt-dist is equal to the weighted sum of the location distance (loc-dist) between two information trajectory segments t-partitions and the multi-sensor distance (ms-dist) between the two sensor data segments s-partitions. The mt-dist between two moving things segments is the primary tool for moving things outlier detection.
1) LOC-DIST
The location information of the moving things exists in the form of a trajectory, and the multi-sensor data can be used as the attribute of this trajectory, so the location distance between the moving things can be calculated using the distance between the trajectories mentioned in Section II A. The location distance can be expressed by the following Eq. (12) . Where T i and T j denote the two information trajectory segments t-partitions.
2) MS-DIST
We partitioned the moving things into several moving things segments, as shown in Figure 4 . The multi-sensor distance uses the multi-sensor data as mentioned above to calculate the absolute value of the difference in the corresponding moving things multi-sensor point.
The multi-sensor distance between the two moving things segments can be expressed by the following Eq. (13) .
where S i and S j denote the two multi-sensor data segments s-partitions, and the weight of the chosen sensor is equal to w s . In summary, the moving things distance mt-distance can be defined as follows:
where the weights t w and w s are determined depending on the applications.
Using definition 1, if the Ineq. (15) is true, we consider that mt-partitions M i and M j are close.
D. DISCUSSION OF MOVING THINGS PARTITIONING
We now discuss the desiderata of moving things partitioning in our algorithm. In principle, any partitioning strategy, such as line simplification, can be exploited. However, careless partitioning (especially, in a long length) could miss possible outliers.
As mentioned above, we need to partition the moving things. The line segment after the partition, we call it mt-partition. The rule for partition is that mt-partition can't be too long and can't be too short also. Obviously, if the partition is too short, it is easy to increase the amount of calculation, and on the contrary, we may ignore possible outliers as shown in Figure 8 . In this paper, we adopt the MDL method for the location information and multi-sensor data of the moving things.
We use the MDL method to partitioning the location information trajectory firstly. The MDL cost consists of two components: L(H ) and L(D|H ). Here, H means the hypothesis and D the data. The two parts are informally stated as follows [35] : ''L(H ) is the length, in bits, of the description of the hypothesis; and L(D|H ) is the length, in bits, of the description of the data when encoded with the help of the hypothesis.'' The best hypothesis H to explain D is the one that minimizes the sum of L(H ) and L(D|H ).
The MDL method fits very well with our problem. A set of t-partitions corresponds to H , and a location information trajectory corresponds to D. Most importantly, L(H ) measures conciseness and L(D|H ) preciseness. Thus, finding the optimal partitioning translates to finding the best hypothesis using the MDL method. One advantage of this method is that it does not require any additional parameters as opposed to line simplification. Figure 9 shows our formulation of L(H ) and L(D|H ). We formulate L(H ) by Eq. (16) . L(H ) represents the sum of the length of a t-partition. On the other hand, we formulate L(D|H ) by Eq. (17) . L(D|H ) represents the sum of the difference between a trajectory and a t-partition. For each t-partition p cj p cj+1 , we add up the difference between p cj p cj+1 and P k P k+1 (c j < k < c j+1 − 1). To measure the difference, the sum of d pe and d α is used, but d pa is not since a trajectory always encloses its t-partitions.
When we find out the trajectory partitions using the MDL method, we can find the times of the partition points and then we can find the sensor data partitions according to the corresponding partition times. We can find out all the moving things partitions mt-partitions finally. Table 2 shows our moving things outlier detection algorithm MTOD. This algorithm consists of three phases: multi-sensor data generalization, partition, and detection. In the multisensor data generalization phase, the algorithm quantizes multi-sensor data using linear interpolation method with GPS data firstly and then normalizes sensor data using Z-score method, at last, choose a base sensor with the maximum weight (lines 1-3). Second, the algorithm partitions moving things at a base unit by the MDL method (lines 4-5). Third, the algorithm detects outlying mt-partition and outlier (lines [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The algorithm output the outlier with its outlying mt-partition finally (line 12).
E. THE MTOD ALGORITHM

V. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We use real moving things data set: the BDD100K data set. The BDD100K data set is a kind of a large-scale, diverse driving video database. It has the most extensive and most varied open driving video dataset so far, and all the information from the data were collected by a real driving platform for computer vision research.
As suggested in the name, this dataset consists of 100,000 videos. Each video is about 40 seconds long, 720p, and 30 fps. The videos also come with GPS/IMU information recorded by cell-phones to show rough driving trajectories. All videos were collected from diverse locations in the United States. Our database covers different weather conditions, including sunny, overcast, and rainy, as well as varying times of the day, including daytime and nighttime. Table 3 below summarizes comparisons with previous datasets, which shows our dataset is much larger and more diverse. We extract the GPS data, accelerometer data, and gyroscope data (total six sensor data) from BDD100K for experiments. BDD100K has 100,000 moving things, and each moving thing has 40 points on average. We choose a small portion (10,000 moving things) of the data set in our experiment.
We put more weights on the angular outliers in experiments, so w α is set to be ten times larger than w pe or w pa in the BDD100K data set.
We conduct all experiments on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U-2.70GHz PC with 8 GBytes of main memory. We implement our algorithm and visual inspection tool in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio 2019. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the result, respectively, for a small portion (10,000) of the BDD100K data set in our proposed MTOD algorithm and the TRAOD algorithm. The parameters are set as follows: d t = 10, p = 0.95, and f = 0.2. Here, the red lines represent the anomaly moving things, and thin black lines represent normal moving things.
B. RESULTS FOR BDD100K DATA SET
Compared with Figure 10 (113 outliers), we can see that there is a more generalized anomaly in Figure 11 (118 outliers), the area enclosed by the green rectangle. This is because we consider not only the location information but also the multi-sensor data. So more generalized anomaly will be detected by our proposed algorithm. Tables 3 and 4 compare the number of outliers, and the accuracy between MTOD and TRAOD algorithms in the case of randomly taking 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000 moving things in the BDD100K data set respectively. Compared with the TRAOD algorithm, our proposed algorithm can detect a more generalized anomaly whose multi-sensor data is abnormal, and our algorithm has higher accuracy than the TRAOD algorithm. Figure 12 compares the running time of two different algorithms in the case of randomly taking 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000 moving things in the BDD100K data set. As we have seen, the running time of MTOD algorithm we proposed is longer than the TRAOD algorithm, because we not only consider the location information of the moving things but also the multi-sensor data. Although the running time of our MTOD algorithm is more than that of the TRAOD algorithm, only just a small increment, but there is a significant enhancement in the number of outliers and the accuracy of outliers detected. Experimental results prove that our MTOD algorithm is effective and accuracy.
C. THE COMPARISON OF RUNNING TIME AND ACCURACY BETWEEN MTOD AND TRAOD
D. EFFECTS OF PARAMETER VALUES
The weight of each sensor is determined by its ''importance'' in the moving things. Here, we mainly talk about the parameters d t and p. Figure 13 compares the results for the BDD100K (10000 portions) data set when using different parameter d t . Compared with Figure 11 , a large number (14) of outliers are detected in Figure 13 A), which enclosed by the green rectangle. Whereas in Figure 13 B) , there are less outliers (8) than the outliers in Figure 11 , which enclosed by the blue ellipse. Table 5 shows the number of moving things outliers for BDD100K when using different values of the parameter d t in MTOD algorithm. The small portion is 10,000 moving things of the BDD100K data set. We can find that the number of moving things outliers increases as the value of d t decreases. Table 6 shows the number of moving things outliers for BDD100K when using different values of the parameter p in the MTOD algorithm. The small portion is 10,000 moving things of the BDD100K data set. We can find that the number of moving things outliers increases as the value of d t decreases. While varying the value of p, the number of moving things is varied in a stair-like fashion.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an improved algorithm MTOD to detect the generalized anomaly, which considers not only the location trajectory but also the multi-sensor data. This algorithm includes a generalization-partition-detection threestep framework, which generalized multi-sensor data first and then partitioning moving things, finally detect the anomaly. The experimental results show that our MTOD algorithm can detect moving things anomaly efficiency and accurately. This work is just the first step, and there are many challenging issues. First of all, according to our algorithm, each sensor data anomaly detection uses a different parameter, and involving too many parameters will affect the accuracy of the algorithm. The next step will be to delve into the relationship between these parameters and how to effectively reduce the parameters. Second, our algorithm is not implemented online in real-time. The next question to solve is how to apply our algorithm online. We are currently investigating the specific issues as a further study.
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